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QUOTATIONS TO OPEN ON
“There is very little that must be done in systems engineering practice. There are things that we choose
to do, or choose not to do, for exactly the same reason - producing the best result on the balance of
probabilities."
Robert John Halligan

“I believe that the fundamental difficulty is that we have all become so entranced with technique that we
think entirely in terms of procedures, systems, milestone charts…reliability systems, configuration
management, maintainability groups and other tools of the system engineer and manager. We have
forgotten that someone must be in control and must exercise personal management, knowledge, and
understanding to create a system…. Systems, even very large systems, are not developed by the tools
of systems engineering, but only by engineers.”
1969 speech by Robert Frosch prior to the International Space Station and prior to becoming NASA
Administrator

“The ultimate measure of a person is not where he or she stands in moments of comfort and
convenience, but at times of challenge and controversy.”
Martin Luther King
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FEATURE ARTICLE
MBSE Uptake in Engineering Practice
by
Dr. Bruce Cameron
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)
bcameron@mit.edu

Daniel Mark Adsit
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)
adsit@sdm.mit.edu

Abstract
The use of models is ubiquitous in engineering, but data on model use and user sophistication in
engineering-driven firms is remarkably sparse. Furthermore, some predict a sea change in engineering
workflow through model-based system engineering (MBSE). Despite benefits that modeling provides, the
prevalence of effective modeling techniques in industry is an open question.
Emerging academic and educational experiences, including massive open online courses (MOOCs) and
similar online offerings, are a new opportunity to learn about industry practices. In this paper, we draw on
data from the "Architecture and Systems Engineering: Models and Methods to Manage Complex Systems"
online program from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), which has enrolled 4200
participants, to understand how models are used in practice. We use aggregated data from enrollment
surveys and poll questions to investigate model use by participants and their organizations.
The results in this paper demonstrate that while modeling is widely recognized among course participants
for its potential, the actual deployment of models against problems of interest is substantially lower than
the participant-stated potential. We also find that in the practice of engineering, many participants reported
low use of basic modeling best practices, such as documentation and specialized programs. Furthermore,
we find that participants overstate the deployment of modeling practices within their organizations.
We believe that this research is a fresh use of descriptive analysis to report on actual modeling practices.
Future research should target more detail about modeling practices in engineering-driven firms, and the
reasons why modeling adoption is low or overstated.
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The "Architecture and Systems Engineering: Models and Methods to Manage Complex Systems"
certificate program is a series of four online courses offered by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(MIT) for professional audiences covering models in engineering and model-based system engineering.
For more information, visit https://sysengonline.mit.edu/.

Copyright © 2018 Bruce Cameron. All rights reserved.

Introduction
Throughout history, the use of models spans nearly all disciplines, including engineering. Early examples
of models include dioramas of buildings and figurines to plan battlefield movements, while modern
examples cover a variety of applications from equations through complex simulations. Beyond historical
models, recent software, analytical, and technology advancements have positioned modeling in
engineering with promises to reduce cost, improve performance, and make collaboration more effective.
Madni and Sievers (2018) indicate that models are a mechanism to simplify complex information for a
specific “purpose”. Furthermore, model-based system engineering (MBSE) has been trending over the
last 5 years, arguing for a central model to serve as a means of coordinating system design.
While modeling holds a rich history, wide application in engineering, and profound potential benefits, the
realization from advanced and innovative modeling techniques depends entirely on awareness,
application, and adoption by engineering-driven firms. One of the challenges to MBSE is a reliance on
network effects, the idea that the benefit to the team grows nonlinearly with the adoption by other users.
Furthermore, there is little data about adoption of modeling by engineering-driven practitioners or firms.
Obtaining and leveraging data in this area is important to assess whether engineers apply effective
modeling techniques in practice.
Modern educational experiences include environments beyond the traditional classroom. Massive open
online courses (MOOCs) assemble learners from around the world from different backgrounds. For
example, edX.org lists over 1900 available courses in Introductory, Intermediate, and Advanced levels at
the time of this writing. These programs extend the educational reach across geographies, industries,
firms, and knowledge silos through interactive videos, surveys, and discussion boards. Beyond exposure
to course content, MOOC participants engage in both individually-paced and community learning
environments.
MOOCs provide access to large groups of participants simultaneously, orders of magnitude larger than is
otherwise practical within traditional constraints. In a prior study of participant “subpopulations” in MOOCs,
Kizilcec et al. (2013) concludes that effectively leveraging of participants’ “prior knowledge” enhances
MOOC content effectiveness because it “mediates encounters with new information.” We propose that the
overall MOOC environment and interactive mechanisms facilitate a practice-sharing role, in addition to the
traditional content delivery style of online and video education.
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The "Architecture and Systems Engineering: Models and Methods to Manage Complex Systems"
certificate program offered by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) is a series of four online
courses with enrollment of 4200 participants with common interest in model-based systems engineering
over the past two years. As career opportunity becomes increasingly chaotic and professionals endure a
“life-long” state of “transition” (Vuolo et al., 2012), the participants who enroll in these courses for career
training and growth represent a potential population sample to learn about engineering practices. While it
is debatable whether this fee-for-service offering with fewer than 10,000 participants fits the definition of a
MOOC (Jordan 2015), participants with experience in industry engage through both public and corporatesupported program enrollments.
During the “Architecture and Systems Engineering" program at MIT, participants complete an enrollment
survey and respond to interactive polls about modeling in engineering. Responses reported by participants
through these mechanisms is an opportunity to learn about the modeling use and sophistication in
engineering-driven firms. This data is sufficiently anonymized to support useful learning about models in
engineering without exposing participants or their organizations to privacy risk. In this paper, our research
objective is to analyze survey and polls data from these courses to measure model use and user
sophistication in engineering-driven firms. Through a descriptive analysis of participants and the firms they
represent, this paper seeks to fill a perceived gap in the currently available research in this area.
This paper begins with a research outline and analysis of methods used on survey and polls data from the
“Architecture and Systems Engineering” program at MIT. The results are then presented, followed by
discussions about the implications about the use of models in industry, the future of MBSE, the use of
MOOC data for research, and approaches for studies in engineering.

Research outline & analysis methods
The analysis in this paper leverages data from two sources in the “Architecture and Systems Engineering”
program at MIT to measure model use and user sophistication in engineering-driven firms:
1. An enrollment survey submitted by all participants at the beginning of the program. A subset of
survey questions is used to describe the participants based on relevance to the research objective.
2. Polls question responses submitted by participants throughout the courses in the program. Polls
are similar to a multiple-choice quiz, and participants see all responses after submitting the poll. A
subset of poll questions is selected based on relevancy to the research objective.
While this analysis provides access to potential insights about the underlying research objective, several
important limitations are discussed that impact this and future research.
Survey and polls question analysis
The enrollment survey and poll questions enable participants to report details about themselves and their
organizations. In order for an analysis of the survey and polls to effectively address the research objective,
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several key conditions about the population sample, question responses, and questions themselves must
be met.
First, the participants in the course must reflect an appropriate population sample to address the research
objective by responding to the polls. This means that the respondents must have some affinity with
engineering-driven firms. Course participants have already self-identified with models in engineering
based on the course subject matter. Additionally, course participants are analyzed based on age,
educational, and career details reported through the enrollment survey. We believe that this detail
sufficiently identifies these participants as an appropriate population sample to represent modeling use
and user sophistication in engineering-driven firms.
Second, the total number of responses to each poll question used in this analysis ranges from 637 to 803.
We believe that this is a sufficient number of qualified responses for the research objective.
Third, the poll questions must reveal the details concerning the effective use of models. In this research,
the poll questions and responses already existed in the courses, and were not designed beforehand for
this project. This presents several data challenges that are covered in the limitations section (provided in
the following section). Nonetheless, poll responses from six poll questions that cover MBSE,
documentation, languages, programs, and queries provide insight into model use and user sophistication
in engineering-driven firms. Therefore, we argue that it is possible to extract meaningful conclusions about
the research objective using data from the participants.
Limitations of the survey and polls analyses
The analysis methods used with the enrollment survey and polls data are subject to several important
limitations that impact the research objective.
First, we assume that participants in this course reflect a broad population of engineering practice. This
assumption relies on awareness about current practices inside organizations. However, some participants
might have insufficient exposure within their organizations to accurately report in the polls. Other
participants might not be familiar enough with modeling technology and tools to accurately answer the
questions. While the results from the enrollment survey indicate that participants have enough exposure
to accurately respond to the polls, this uncertainty poses a risk to the research objective.
Second, participants in the courses self-report answers to the survey and poll questions. Therefore,
responses that do not represent the accurate or complete situation are possible for several related
reasons. For example, participants might misunderstand the question. They may misrepresent information
for personal or privacy reasons. Some participants might select random responses to quickly advance to
the next screen or obtain a certificate as quickly as possible. Finally, reported results might be less
accurate than results that are obtained through observation. Therefore, self-reported results pose a risk to
the research objective.
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Third, the poll questions were originally designed for an engaging course experience. Therefore, certain
aspects of the data are inconvenient. For example, the respondents are not necessarily the same across
all polls because some participants may have added or dropped between courses in the program.
Additionally, there is no data linkage between enrollment survey and polls responses. This means that it
is not possible to analyze polls responses about specific population subsets. Finally, there is no linkage in
the data between some poll questions. These factors limit the possible analysis options and pose a risk to
the research objectives.

Results
This section presents the analysis of model use and user sophistication in engineering-driven firms using
enrollment survey and polls question data from the “Architecture and Systems Engineering” program at
MIT.
Results about participants reported through enrollment survey
This section analyzes survey responses about the age, education, and careers. These responses provide
insight into respondents for the poll questions about models.
Age details from survey
Participants indicate their age in the survey by providing their birth year. Age distribution is important
because it may reflect whether participants are working-age, versus still in school or retired. It may also
indicate whether participants are in early, mid, or late career stages. These factors could impact participant
knowledge about practices in organizations or industries.
Figure 1 indicates the distribution of participant ages. Approximately 80 percent of participants reported
ages younger than 50 years old. The largest fraction of participants reported ages in the 30s (33 percent),
while approximately equal numbers reported ages in the 20s and 40s (23 and 22 percent, respectively).
We conclude that this distribution likely reflects many mid-career professionals with multiple years of
experience in their organizations and industries, and incorporates a significant number of younger
professionals with possible exposure to recent modeling technology trends in academia.
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Figure 1.
We believe that these participants reflect a suitable age distribution to provide useful answers to the poll
questions about their organizations and industries.
Education details from survey
Participants indicate their highest level of education and enrollment reasons in the survey. These
education details may reveal information about participant roles, responsibilities, and subject matter
interests. For example, participants with advanced degrees may have more knowledge about modeling
techniques in their organizations than other professionals, while enrollment might provide insight into
individual knowledge gaps or organizational priorities.
Figure 2 indicates the highest degree attained by participants. Over 90 percent of course participants
reported attaining a four-year college degree or higher. In this subset of participants, 57 percent reported
a graduate degree and 43 percent reported a bachelor's degree. These results reflect a highly educated
participant enrollment, and align with the recommended prerequisites to enroll in the courses.

Figure 2.
Participants reported enrollment reasons in the survey using five qualitative levels ranging from “Extremely
Important" to "Not Important”. Figure 3 reflects the top enrollment reasons reported by course participants.
The reasons "Learn course content" and "Lifelong learning" were the most frequent reasons cited, based
on the number of participants who selected "Extremely Important" or "Very Important" levels. These
responses suggest that participants are interested in models, aspire to stay current about emerging model
topics, and may consider models as an opportunity for themselves or their organizations.
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Figure 3.
We believe that highly educated participants with a strong interest in models are appropriate to provide
insight about modeling practices in their organizations through the poll questions.
Career details from survey
Participants provide their industry and number of years of experience in the survey. These career details
may indicate whether participants are employed by engineering-driven firms, and whether participants are
experienced engineers themselves.
Figure 4 indicates participants by industry. While participants reported affiliation with fifteen different
industries, the “Manufacturing”, “Professional and Technical Services”, and “Other Services” industries
accounted for 85 percent of enrollment. While “Other Services” is very vague, the other top industries are
highly likely to include engineering-driven firms.
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Figure 4.
Participants reported number of years of professional and engineering experience across six
classifications ranging from “zero years” to “more than 15 years”. Figure 5 indicates general professional
and engineering years of experience for participants. Overall, participants reported higher years of general
professional experience and lower years of engineering experience. For example, almost 60 percent of
participants reported more than ten years of professional experience, while over 50 percent of participants
had three years or less of engineering experience.

Figure 5.
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While not all participants are necessarily experienced engineers, we argue that this industry and
experience distribution reflects sufficient association by participants with engineering-driven firms.
Additionally, over 40 percent of participants received corporate sponsorship, which demonstrates
commitment by organizations to develop organizational competence in engineering areas.
Results: Modeling use and sophistication
This section analyzes poll responses about model-based system engineering (MBSE), documentation,
languages, programs, and queries. These responses provide insight into respondents’ modeling use and
user sophistication in engineering-driven firms.
Model-based system engineering practices from polls
In the polls, participants provide details about organizational and individual MBSE approaches. Even
though MBSE is a specific term, it is possible for participants to interpret the scope as modeling in general.
We believe that these questions are an effective measurement for modeling practices using the polls data.
First, participants are asked "Does your organization use an MBSE approach?" Second, participants are
asked "Have you ever been asked to formally evaluate or critique an MBSE approach?" Figure 6 indicates
the participant responses about MBSE. Based on the responses submitted, 35 percent of participants
reported an organization with an MBSE approach, while nine percent of participants reported being asked
to perform or evaluate an MSBE approach.

Figure 6.
According to these results, approximately one quarter of participants who reported that their organizations
used an MBSE approach had been asked to evaluate an MBSE approach. This difference is surprising
considering that these questions were asked at the same time and received nearly identical total numbers
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of total responses. If program participants are highly educated and experienced professionals in their
organizations, it is logical to assume that they would be involved with reviewing models if their
organizations had adopted MBSE approaches, because effective MBSE and modeling implementations
require collaboration. We propose that this discrepancy may reflect a disconnect between perceived and
actual behaviors within organizations.
Documentation and data practices from polls
In the polls, participants provided details about individual and organizational documentation and data
methods. While documentation and data are not necessarily models, these methods are crucial indicators
about modeling practices. In particular, structured and interconnected data enables modeling because it
can be quantitatively analyzed.
Regarding documentation, participants are asked for "documentation methods have you used." Figure 7
indicates the documentation methods used by participants. Microsoft Word and PowerPoint-based
methods were most commonly selected. Assuming that Microsoft Office suite is the standard general
purpose application suite in many organizations, it makes intuitive sense that most participants would have
used Word and PowerPoint. This result is not particularly useful because having used them at some point
in the past does not indicate persistent or systematic use. However, some of the least used methods are
the most closely associated with modeling, including SysML, UML, and DSM. We believe that lower use
of these methods is more interesting for the research objective.

Figure 7.
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Regarding data, participants are asked the "primary mode of capturing system data" in their organization.
In contrast to the previous question about individual awareness, this question asks about organizational
behavior. Figure 8 indicates the primary modes of data capture. Almost 90 percent of participants reported
documents or predominantly documents as the primary mode to capture system data. Approximately 11
percent of respondents chose models or predominantly models. The number of participants that selected
models appears surprisingly low, especially considering that it is roughly one third of the fraction of
participants who indicated that their organization uses an MBSE approach.

Figure 8.
While the documentation and data are not the same as modeling, they are closely related. We conclude
that the low familiarity with specific documentation methods combined with the dominance of documents
further indicates low use of modeling.
Language, program, and query practices from polls
In the polls, participants provided details about the use of languages, programs, and queries that are
related to modeling. As with documents and data, these applications are not models themselves. However,
patterns about language, program, and query usage may reveal modeling practices.
Regarding languages and programs for modeling, participants are asked about "the extent to which you
have used" any of 20 specific examples on a qualitative scale ranging from “No Use” to “High Use”. Figure
9 indicates the use of languages and programs by participants. Almost 93 percent of responses indicated
“No Use” of a program or language, while over 96 percent indicated either “No Use” or “Low Use.” For a
highly educated, mid-career participant profile reflected by the enrollment survey, we observe that the
effective use of these languages and programs among this population sample is very close to zero.
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Figure 9.
Additionally, participants are asked "the most sophisticated query type" they had written. Figure 10
indicates the most sophisticated query types reported. Over 60% of respondents reported Microsoft
Access databases, spreadsheets, or less sophisticated queries. While Access is a database, it is a basic
database distributed with the Microsoft Office suite that includes Word and PowerPoint. We believe that
Microsoft Access is not the optimal application for effective modeling. However, the level of SQL usage
reported indicates higher penetration of sophisticated techniques than the language and program results.

Figure 10.
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Languages and tools provide an indication of modeling practices. We conclude that extremely low
penetration of languages and tools and unsophisticated use of queries indicates underdeveloped modeling
practices by course participants and within their organizations.

Discussion
The results of this research are based on analysis of enrollment survey and poll data from the “Architecture
and Systems Engineering” program at MIT. Based on the enrollment surveys, many participants in the
program are highly educated, mid-career professionals with interest in the course content. While modeling
and MBSE represent important interests, poll data indicates that model use is relatively low and
unsophisticated by this population sample and the engineering-driven firms that it represents.
It seems logical that individuals or organizations who perceive themselves as unsophisticated modelers
would enroll in a course to improve knowledge about modeling. If the program enrollment favors
participants who perceive themselves or their organizations as unsophisticated modelers, then that could
explain the lack of effective modeling practices observed in the polls data. However, there is an apparent
deficiency in self-awareness about modeling practices based on contradictions between different polls
results. Therefore, while this course may be attractive to individuals who perceive themselves as
unsophisticated modelers, enrollment in the courses is broader.
However, we also acknowledge that this analysis is imperfect. In particular, the analyzed data covers a
limited scope, retroactively repurposes questions, and relies on details that are self-reported by
participants. Observation may provide a more accurate means to uncover actual behavior. Additionally,
course participants might not be equipped or empowered to reveal practices that the analysis seeks. For
example, participants who respond to polls might interpret the questions differently, might not be familiar
enough with the modeling or MBSE approaches, or might not have full knowledge of their organizations.
There are few, if any, approaches that could mitigate these challenges using the existing data.
While custom questions or data collection methods could have been designed from scratch, we argue that
the existing data is sufficient to provide useful insights about model use and user sophistication in
engineering-driven firms per the research objective. While it is entirely possible that modeling or MBSE
initiatives are underway inside organizations without course participant knowledge, this seems unlikely
based on the highly educated mid-career profile uncovered in the enrollment surveys. We believe that
participants who enroll in this program are very likely to be familiar with modeling initiatives in their own
organizations. Furthermore, any misinterpretation by different participants, such as the technical
differences between MBSE and modeling in engineering, is inconsequential to this particular analysis
because ultimately the results demonstrate very unsophisticated overall practices.
Therefore, we propose that this research is a useful first step to understand and diagnose modeling
practices within organizations. In particular, unlike prescriptive engineering studies that may suggest
theoretical frameworks or methods to accomplish modeling, this research is descriptive in that it reveals
information about what happens in the current state. Descriptive studies are important for modeling and
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MBSE because sophisticated methods are inconsequential if there is no path to adoption by engineeringdriven firms.
Based on the results, there is no evidence that documentation, language, and program practices are the
reason for low model use or unsophisticated modeling practices. However, inertia bias and the status quo
are potential challenges to any organization. Even if many people are trained in modeling practices, it
could be difficult to transition an entire organization away from established practices and dominant
software programs if every person who is involved or requires access to information depends on those
tools. This might be especially challenging for non-technical stakeholders. Therefore, in addition to studies
about advanced modeling methods and tools, we believe there is value in pursuing further descriptive
research about modeling practices within engineering-driven firms.

Conclusions
The analysis of participant profiles and polls responses demonstrates an effective use of online course
data to assess model use and user sophistication in engineering-driven firms. While the research exhibits
some challenges with the underlying data, it is notable as a descriptive research paper in engineering that
inspires further research into practices and behaviors in industry. The results yield three primary
conclusions about modeling that are relevant to the highly educated, mid-career professional participants
and organizations represented by the population sample.
First, modeling penetration is low. Less than ten percent of respondents reported being asked to evaluate
an MBSE approach, and only 11 percent of respondents selected predominantly models as the primary
mode of capturing systems data. Considering that these participants are likely among the most familiar
with models within their organizations, these results indicate that modeling is not broadly used in the
organizations. Future research should include more descriptive studies of modeling practices, including
data obtained through observation.
Second, modeling is used less or in a less sophisticated way than claimed or presented externally. In
particular, many more participants claimed an MBSE approach in their organizations than was
corroborated through other responses. While there are many potential explanations, including
misunderstanding or ignorance of actual practice within their organizations, this effect is still notable
because it represents a disconnect in self-awareness. Furthermore, simple use of modeling tools or
techniques does not necessarily imply effective use. Results about documentation, languages, programs,
and queries suggests that participants only scratch the surface, model informally, work in silos, and/or rely
on suboptimal resources such as general purpose office software. Besides more sophisticated modeling
techniques, future research should examine the organizational reasons that inhibit the adoption of effective
modeling practices.
Third, the analysis was an adventurous first step towards initial assessment of modeling practices that
reflects a novel use of data from online courses. The ability to reach participants with a specific profile
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using online courses enabled this research. Other research in different subject areas could employ similar
first-pass analyses to evaluate fields using data from educational programs.
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Model-Based System Engineering
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ARTICLE
Integrating Program Management and Systems Engineering
by
Dr. Ralph R. Young, Editor, SyEN
This month we provide a summary of Chapter 9, The Organization Environment, in Integrating Program
Management and Systems Engineering (IPMSE), a collaboration of the International Council on Systems
Engineering (INCOSE), the Project Management Institute (PMI), and the Consortium for Engineering
Program Excellence (CEPE) at the Massachusetts (USA) Institute of Technology (MIT). This is our
eleventh article in this series. Our objective in providing this series is to encourage subscribers to leverage
the research base of this book that took place over a five-year period and provided new knowledge and
valuable insights. The book is available to members of INCOSE at a discount.
Organizational structures, behaviors, and norms shape how program participants work and interact with
each other and determine the nature of relationships. Much of the confusion encountered in problem solving today results from misconceptions about the nature of change in organizations, social systems,
and their environments. Moreover, it has become evident that traditional hierarchical organizational
forms, planning methodologies, and response strategies are inadequate for addressing complex
problems. This is especially true when applied to emerging conditions having an increased rate of change,
increased complexity, and increased uncertainty.
In an effort to understand how to develop better organizational environments for the integration of systems
engineering and program management, this chapter analyzes the organizational structural dimensions of
the “Integration Framework” (described in this column in SyEN 61, January 2018, and in more detail in
Chapter 6 of “The Book”) 2. It also addresses the environmental elements influencing the programs within
the organization including cultural factors, leadership, and team building; and the nature of the participants’
relationships.
Because organizations are evolving systems, the structures within the organization continue to grow and
change as the strategic goals of the organization change. The difficulty of governing new structural
paradigms leads to greater uncertainty and turbulence within the wider organization. According to
Wikipedia, a complex system, from a systems engineering perspective, is composed of many
components which interact with each other. The behavior of a complex system is intrinsically difficult to
model due to the dependencies, relationships, or interactions between their parts or between a given

2

See also [9]. Thomas Reiner’s Master’s thesis, “Determination of factors to measure the effective integration between Program

Management and Systems Engineering”, aims at measuring the effective integration by means of the identified factors, and
provides useful insights.
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system and its environment. Systems that are "complex" have distinct properties that arise from these
relationships, such as nonlinearity, emergence, spontaneous order, adaptation, and feedback loops,
among others.
This Chapter also reports on case studies and research that focus on the transformation of
organizations to produce greater integration across functional barriers, specifically program
management and systems engineering. We need to understand that the essence of transformation is a
thorough, dramatic change in form. In this book, transformational change is implemented through
programs that affect the way an organization conducts its business activities.
How do the Project or Program Manager (PM) and Chief Systems Engineer (CSE) create a culture
that regularly identifies and solves new problems? The evidence provided in this chapter suggests
that:
•

An organization that develops creative leaders, fosters team building, and merges the technical
and the creative cultures will have far greater chances of success than one that exists in a
traditional, rules-based, hierarchical structure.

•

Having the ability to share concerning work in progress with everyone and to receive valuable
feedback along the way creates confidence in the individual, while enhancing the group’s creativity
and advancing the organization’s mission.

•

Forward-looking organizations create an organizational climate that ensures that every voice is
heard and one can communicate their perspective, needs, and ideas, and that no one individual or
group dominates the process.

•

Recent analysis of program-shaping research calls for a broader, more inclusive perspective on
what it takes to successfully manage projects and programs by reorienting our frame of reference
away from the long-accepted execution-based program delivery model with its natural boundaries
toward one that embraces a fuller and better understanding of the links between programs and
strategy that successful programs require.

•

Organizations must ensure that the right programs are selected to leverage competitive advantage
and to enhance stakeholder value 3, and, most importantly, provide input to the potential change of
strategic direction for the organization.

•

The sustainment of benefits is not just of concern to the program manager, but also a major
deliverable of the systems engineer. INCOSE [5] describes the business or mission analysis of
the systems engineer as “defining the problem domain, identifying major stakeholders, identifying
environmental conditions and constraints that bound the solution domain…and developing the

3

“Stakeholder value” was addressed in some detail in the March 2018 issue of SyEN.
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business requirements and validation criteria” (p. 51). The process of developing business mission
requirements aligns with the program manager’s goals of identifying and analyzing benefits and
opportunities, and ensuring product and program sustainability. Systems engineering and
program management should support one another in defining what must be done and
gathering the information, personnel, and analysis tools to elaborate the business
requirements.
•

Experience teaches that creating a vision and then empowering others to achieve it is an approach
that has worked [6].

Organizational Environmental Factors
Organizational environmental factors (everything outside the program’s boundary) may consist of
corporate, environmental, and governmental variables that constrain the ability of a program to achieve its
goals. External environmental factors may include the market and overall economic conditions, political
climate, resources, health and safety, cultural diversity, technology, legislation and regulations, and quality
and risk. Understanding environmental factors is critical to the program’s success. Three organizational
environment factors – culture, leadership, and interdisciplinary teams – can be employed to
encourage or discourage the team behaviors shown to be key to integration and program success.
•

Culture
o

Culture is typically defined as the collective values, philosophy, and practices of the
organization’s members.

o

The development and fostering of mutual understanding of strengths and weaknesses for
program managers and systems engineers creates an understanding of individual goals
that can be valuable in moving the program forward.

o

Superior program management is attained when the organizational culture is based on
effective trust, communication, cooperation, and teamwork.

o

Trust-building behaviors include: empower people, let them make mistakes, cooperatively
iterate to perfection, and use relationships (not rules) to encourage behavior.

•

Leadership
o

Individual leadership skills are essential to creating integrated, team-based organizations.

o

When one considers that complex programs require the ability to achieve integration across
disciplines, influence multiple governance structures, energize numerous stakeholders,
empower program teams, and create the vision for innovation, the need for transformative
leadership skills becomes more apparent [5]. To foster integration and teamwork, top
management must be involved in promoting and supporting team behaviors and
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creating an environment that encourages team building and trust building at all
levels of the organization.
o

Programs that are surrounded with uncertainty and complexity need to explore new ways
of delivery outside of the hierarchical, structured approach of most program management
regimes. Improvisation (broadly defined as the practice of reacting and of making and
creating) as a developing theory of program management is not universally adopted by the
professional bodies; however, it fits within the program tailoring approach.

o

Systems engineering requires the ability to work with uncertainties and assumptions – not
just determine inputs – and to handle the distinct trade-offs that different sets of
assumptions generate.

•

Interdisciplinary Teams to Solve Large Problems
o

Interdisciplinary teams lie at the heart of systems engineering and program managem ent
integration, yet very little research focuses on the structure, role, and how teams are
integrated.

o

Team building has been defined as “the process of taking a collection of individuals with
different needs, backgrounds, and expertise, and transferring them into an integrated,
effective work unit” [2]. Integration is a reflection of the organization’s ability to
combine program management and systems engineering practices, tools and
techniques, experience, and knowledge in a collaborative and systematic approach
in the face of different challenges to be more effective in achieving common goals
and objectives in complex program environments.

The Challenges of Integration in Large Scale Programs
•

Lessons observed4 from the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) Program:
o

The HST Program failure is attributed primarily to the fact that program management
maintained an isolated focus on cost and schedule. The important lesson here is that when
program managers and systems engineers are working together to solve problems, there
is a greater likelihood that the systems engineer will have a better understanding of the
technology, and the program manager will have a better understanding of the budget
constraints. Once they are “speaking the same language,” they can better convince the
sponsors why changes are needed to accommodate the challenges that evolve from
technological complexity and shifting stakeholder expectations.

4

In my experience, the term “Lessons Learned” really should be specified as “Lessons Observed”, because most often, we don’t

incorporate the lessons in pursuing our future endeavors.
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•

Lessons observed from the Heathrow Terminal 5 Program
o

Integrative programs are essential in developing strategies for maintaining sustainability
over the long term. Despite the extensive preparation, testing, and benchmarking, there
was a disconnect between the program teams, including the systems engineering and the
operations teams. Program sustainability requires an organizational environment that
promotes integration to maintain operability, services, and benefits of the program, not just
during the life of the program, but the life of the program’s assets as well.

•

Lessons observed from the International Space Station (ISS) Program. The International Space
Station is perhaps the most famous of all systems engineering programs known for its convergence
of science, technology, and human innovation. It demonstrates new technologies and makes
available research break-trough’s not possible on Earth. The space station has been continuously
occupied since November 2000, and during that time, more than 200 people from 15 countries
have visited the space station. This program crosses cultural barriers and raises many issues
relevant to an organizational environment that values and promotes integration of systems
engineers and program managers, including organizational integration, knowledge sharing,
leadership, and trust [9].
o

An integrated organizational structure was critical.

o

NASA had to learn how to operate as a “managing partner”, dealing with different
perspectives on approaches, designs, and operational risk and safety.

o

NASA had to figure out how to coordinate and integrate all of the international partners and
their highly integrated modules.

o

Interfaces must be simple.

o

Coordinating the inclusion of the international partners whose systems engineering
approaches differed significantly was a major challenge.

o

Complex programs require leadership skills that encourage an environment of
inclusivity, collective creativity, shared ownership, and large scale transformation.

Characteristics of Successful Program Integration
•

Good systems governance, which requires that individuals with oversight responsibility and
authority provide guidance and decision-making for programs and projects [9].

•

Leadership.

•

Systems thinking – proactively enabling an understanding of how systems influence one another
within the whole. Systems thinking is what distinguishes systems engineering from other
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types of engineering, and is the underlying skill required to perform systems engineering
[1].
•

For complex programs, the governance needs to be transformed from a corporate/program
perspective to a systems perspective. The most beneficial time to evolve a systems perspective
occurs during the up-front planning, the earliest stages of the program planning [9].

The examples noted in this chapter suggest that program leaders and sponsors must focus on
greater integration between the technical experts and the program managers to increase the
likelihood for success.
Incentives as a Tactic for Systems Integration
•

Incentives are usually defined in terms of financial incentives, including rewards for early delivery
and late delivery [5, p.144]. However, incentives have also been highlighted in terms of leadership
and value propositions (p. 9).

•

Incentives must align with key business opportunities in order to ensure integration of systems
engineering and program management.

•

Incentives play an important role in integration because they create opportunities for developing a
more cooperative relationship between the various disciplines involved in a program and to
strengthen the cultural divisions among the parties.

•

Incentives should reward both systems engineers and program managers so that there is a shared
commitment to vital objectives, rather than to create disconnects between the two.

The Impact of Change Practices on Successful Outcomes in Program Organizations
•

Organizations that are prepared to change their products, processes, and delivery at a rapid pace
likely will be the most successful.

•

Recent studies indicate that program management professionals are embracing change
implementation practices, and that these practices can have a major impact on program success
and outcomes [4].

•

There is a need for more knowledge of the differences in the skill sets of program managers,
systems engineers, and change managers.

Summary
Complex programs require leadership skills that encourage an environment of inclusivity, collective
creativity, shared ownership, large-scale transformation, systems thinking, and development of a systems
perspective.
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Creating an organizational environment that narrows the cultural divide, fosters team building, develops
respect for each other’s views and opinions, and builds trust between executive management and program
teams is central to developing a community where collective creativity can evolve. Involving program
managers and systems engineers at the organizational level to influence and inform decisions about
strategic direction is beneficial, especially as they are the managers who are more instrumental in ensuring
effective implementation and execution of change initiatives. Moreover, as noted in the NASA Hubble
Space Telescope program, leaders must possess “soft skills” to enhance team building and better identify
managerial shortcomings before they result in broken team interfaces and technical mistakes.
The key learnings from this chapter for building a sustainable framework for integration include the
importance of developing relationship competencies in participants throughout the program, creating a
shared set of objectives, clear roles, respecting the value of the others’ role and contribution, and valuing
and promoting “collaboration” over competition. However, these factors will only be relevant if the
organization is able to develop people competencies as well. This chapter shows that if one creates an
organizational environment for successful integration and effective implementation of change, successful
outcomes are more likely because one will have integrated divided cultures and added value to the
organization.
Key topics for your thoughtful consideration are:
•

What leadership qualities are required at the organizational level to facilitate integration?

•

Why is change management important to the integration of systems engineering and program
management?

•

Why is interdisciplinary team building at the heart of integration and how can an organization create
an environment where team building is the central focus of the organization’s strategy?

•

Why is the relationship among organizational strategy and program management important in
developing integration among systems engineers and program managers?

•

If you don’t initiate continuous improvement actions on your project and in your organization, who
will? How can you support continuous improvement activities? How can you help foster integration
of systems engineering and program management?
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ARTICLE
Social and Ideological Challenges Faced by the Engineering Community

As the world moves towards more industrial-intensive technological processes and products, careers in
science and engineering should be booming! In some respects, this is the case but in others, it is not.
There are many hurdles that need to be addressed to change misconceptions and unfortunate realities so
that we can increase the appeal of engineering and draw more attention, resources and skilled-workers
into this pertinent field.
The reality of science education in developing countries
In Delhi, it has been stated to be impossible to find a physics teacher due to the education system
deepening rather than bridging the imbalance of class in India. One of the reasons attributed to this is
because it is not uncommon for public schools in developing countries to not pay their teachers as has
been evidenced in countries like South Africa and India. This scenario forces teachers to stop teaching as
they are unable to support their livelihoods due to not receiving a salary. Another deterrent for science
teachers in India is the lack of working opportunities and seemingly absent recognition of service. Mr.
Malik- a science teacher in India with over 28 years’ experience - has only recently received his first
promotion as a science teacher after almost three decades of working. However, this may be because the
jobs are simply not there. In Delhi, only 279 of 1030 government schools offer science to 11 th and 12th
grade students. It is a vicious cycle - as fewer schools offer science, fewer teachers want to become
science teachers due to low job vacancies so schools struggle to replace teachers who retire. Thus, fewer
schools offer science and the cycle continues.
One possible solution to this problem which has brought encouraging results in Delhi, is setting up
community education centers to teach dedicated learners. People in communities can put their heads and
resources together to find a venue in the area and professionals can volunteer to teach math and science
to those seeking an education but not having the resources to do so. This requires an acknowledgement
by all that education is a social responsibility and also requires a willingness of people to teach without
receiving payment. On the other hand, organizations such as manufacturing, accounting and engineering
firms could offer additional pay to workers who teach students since companies can receive tax
concessions for community service.
Since it is sometimes the case that governments cannot be relied upon to provide adequate education to
all, communities need to band together to provide other routes of education in formal and informal contexts
for the sake of the future of our youth.
Proliferated misconceptions
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Results of the Oklahoman reports showed that 51% of students showed zero or little interest in
manufacturing but 61% have a desire for a professional career. This suggests that there is a poor
correlation in the minds of students between manufacturing and a professional career. This may be linked
to the old-fashioned but still maintained conception that manufacturing is strictly a dirty job where wearing
white is completely out of the question. In reality, manufacturing in today’s world will almost certainly
require operation of very advanced and sophisticated equipment which requires computer skills that
students typically enjoy. In addition, manufacturing contributes to 12% of the US economy and two thirds
of total exports of goods and services creating 20 million high-paying jobs. Manufacturing is a very
pertinent sector in this technology-driven age of development. Clearly somewhere along the line, the
message has been lost between attractiveness and importance of the role manufacturing plays in the
world.
In a survey by the Vancouver Sun which reported that many of the respondents wanted a career that
helped people, several students did not see the link between engineering and helping people. Truthfully,
engineering as a whole reduces poverty by creating jobs and better equipping people to carry out tasks
more easily and efficiently so that their lives may be improved. There are also many engineering
organizations actively seeking solutions to be less destructive to the environment and to promote equal
access to clean water and improve housing conditions.
So, what can be done to alter some of these views held by primary and high school students? Changing
the misconception about engineering can be achieved at home. Parents will always encourage success
in their children’s professional lives and thus should support their children in making informed choices
about their careers. Parents can fill in the educational loop since they are a vital component of value and
knowledge dissemination. This can be done through seeking information from practicing engineers or
visiting universities to get more information on course content and career opportunities. In addition, more
information can be given through meetings at high schools whereby invitations may be sent out to students
and parents for meetings aimed at informing students about careers in science and engineering. This may
require an outlay of resources initially but it must be noted that investments made in promoting engineering
to students will pay dividends later as more students will see engineering as a viable option once
misconceptions are cleared.
A career in STEM industries is perceived to be unattractive
Many students are not drawn to studying a career in the Science Technology Engineering or Mathematics
(STEM) fields because of the general trends that have become apparent. Some of the reasons highlighted
according to Ted Rall (2013):
STEM majors generally get lower grades than art majors do. At universities where expulsion is the
consequence of poor performance, the chance of expulsion as a STEM student is higher compared to the
arts-related majors. In Columbia, 75% of STEM students drop out or get expelled before getting their
degree. Since most students have to take out loans to study, the possibility of incurring debt with nothing
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to show for it makes choosing to study a STEM major seem risky. To improve the attractiveness of a career
in STEM the grading disparity needs to change. Harvard has embraced the policy of softer grading and it
has not been to the detriment of its reputation.
STEM majors are also generally associated with having a poor social atmosphere throughout the period
of study. Rall suggests that STEM students are politically disengaged and very focused on their careers
and little else. This may be a misconception or may be true in some instances, but this is a common
perception held. One approach to address this could be by closing the divide between arts and science
and assigning language and social classes as part of the engineering curriculum to promote crosspollination of ideas and attitudes.
Unemployment is prevalent in STEM fields as a result of the changing job market. STEM industries are
very cyclical in nature and there is little predictability in the job market place. Universities could partner
with organizations to help students find job placements straight out of university so that the percentage of
graduates who find placements after studying increases.
Overall to increase the appeal of STEM careers, greater prestige could be created around STEM
practitioners as is done with the military industry so that children will grow up to admire scientists,
mathematicians and engineers. We need more educators, students and progressive thinkers in STEM in
order to facilitate the growth and innovation required to sustain the changing demands of a growing
population, sustainably.
Resources for this article and links for further reading:
1. Hindustan Times. 2018. THE CLASS OF 2018: Why fewer kids from poor families become
engineers. [ONLINE] Available at: https://www.hindustantimes.com/class-of-2018/why-fewer-kidsfrom-poor-families-become-engineers.html [Accessed 05 March 2018]
2. IISE.

2018.

Misconceptions

Abound.

[ONLINE].

Available

at:

http://www.iise.org/Details.aspx?id=18430 [Accessed 05 March 2018]

ARTICLE
Do Engineers Lack Social Skills?
There are many admirable attributes of engineers. Engineers are renowned for being great problem
solvers and usually graduate with a versatile set of skills that transfer well to many other career paths.
Biomedical engineering graduate Sretko Becarevic decided to pursue a business career upon completing
his engineering degree (Becarevic was working towards his MBA at the time that the article appeared on
Engineering Because in 2013). Becarevic states that many of his engineering classmates have gone on
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to enjoy fruitful careers in engineering and that he remains proud of them but concluded that the biggest
weakness of engineers is their lack of social skills. Is this a valid sentiment or is it a misapprehension?
Firstly, the basic premise must be put into question - is it that engineers lack social skills or that they may
generally be less inclined to engage in social activities due to their commitment and passion for their work?
Secondly, even if it is the perception that engineers lack social skills, it is unlikely that this is true for all
engineers. Of course, there are a wide range of people with different traits and characteristics that will
embark on any career path and this is true for engineer, too.
One consideration is that perhaps it is not that studying engineering results in one lacking social skills but
that people who generally do not enjoy social activity are more likely to study math and science-related
subjects. Perhaps people who are more extroverted will tend to enjoy spending time nurturing and studying
social connections in large social groups. Introverts will tend to enjoy fewer and smaller interactions and
may be inclined to be more reflective. So perhaps one’s character and personality will drive the way one
dedicates their cognitive energy which may influence the type of career they choose. Is it conceivable then
that the majority of engineers are introverts and thus are more analytical and inquisitive thinkers which
drew them to engineering as a field?
Although it may be difficult to measure the social aptitude of engineers, entry-level engineers have poor
communication skills according to industry managers. In their research, Donell et al. revealed that there is
a disparity in the form of oral and written communication that is accepted in the academic environment
from what is accepted and commonly practiced in the working environment (2011). A study by American
Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) showed that 52% of mechanical engineering department heads
thought that the written and oral communication skills of their graduates were very strong while only 20%
were weak but the industry feedback delivered opposing results stating that 9% had strong communication
skills and 52% were weak with communication (ASME, 2010). This was based on a study comprising 68
mechanical engineering heads and 1000 engineers and managers.
Is it possible that increased social skills could provide another basis for comparison of expression and
perhaps improve the communication skills of engineers?

Particularly oral communication. Only a

structured and longitudinal research study can answer this conclusively. Clearly there are many interesting
viewpoints on this topic and it is impossible to draw a conclusion on such a subjective matter. One thing
is certain, we are in the age where your network determines your net worth, it is a good investment to
make to step outside one’s department or field of interest and develop connections across with people
from all walks of life. Perhaps it is not the size of an engineer’s network that is in question but rather w ho
comprises the network that creates a perception of lack of integration. Maybe engineers (and many other
professionals) are guilty of not mingling enough with people outside of their field and this is where the
stigma arises from. As engineers, we should all make more of an effort to engage with people in other
fields and establish other grounds of mutual interest besides the technical content of our work. Meaningful
connections made with people who have mutual interests will benefit both career prospects as well as
improve the perception of our social skills.
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SYSTEMS ENGINEERING NEWS
Nature-based Inspirations for Systems Engineering
Georgia Tech News Center
Nature offers excellent design inspirations in some information technology systems, according to recent
research at Georgia Tech (USA). The Honey Bee Algorithm tamed web traffic instabilities on servers by
mimicking the behavior of bee colonies, according to systems researcher Craig Tovey. He shared his
learnings and insights in a talk on February 18, 2018 at the annual meeting of the American Association
for the Advancement of Science in Austin, Texas. In 2016, the bee-inspired algorithm garnered Tovey and
his collaborators a Golden Goose Award, which commends curiosity-driven research as it blossoms to
palpably benefit society. The Honey Bee Algorithm, for example, has saved significant web hosting costs.
“When you study swarming bees, you discover truths that are lasting. The algorithms that guide them
evolved over millions of years, and will hopefully still be there for millions of years to come,” said Tovey, a
co-director of Georgia Tech’s Center for Biologically Inspired Design. “Compare that with when you design
a new microcircuit. Three years later it’s gone, forever lost; replaced by new designs.”
More information

FEATURED ORGANIZATIONS
Institute of System Architectures in Aeronautics
The Institute of System Architectures in Aeronautics models aeronautics as a system which spans over
multiple levels from the transport system via the vehicle till the production of sub-components. Research
aims at system architectures hence the interactions of all elements across this system-of-systems.
Targeting enhanced efficiency and safety, emphasis is placed on the integration of automation and energy
technologies with the focus placed on cabin and fuselage applications.
The required competence portfolio is realized by a virtual supply chain integrating the competences of
other DLR institutes as well as external partners.
Contained in the research portfolio are numeric measures for virtual product design and engineering
methods for solving complex problems within a team of experts. Validation and demonstration employ
both, detailed digital models and large scale hardware experiments.
More information
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Norway Industrial Systems Engineering Research Group
The Norway Industrial Systems Engineering (NISE) Research Group strives to execute world-class
industry-relevant research on systems engineering. The group collaborates with a number of different
industries including: Automotive and mobility, Aerospace, Maritime, Oil and gas, Urbane and Med tech,
and Defense. Drivers for the research are Autonomous Systems, Digital transformation, Continuous
Innovation, Effective Manufacturing, Connected World, and Systems of Systems.
The group’s externally funded research projects and their current research applications are within the
topics System Architecture & Design, Design Thinking & Human Centered Design, Requirements
Management, Robust Engineering & Technical Safety, Life cycle Analysis, Knowledge Management &
Lean Product Development, and System Integration. The group actively applies “industry as laboratory”
as a research methodology.
More information

CONFERENCES AND MEETINGS
For more information on systems engineering related conferences and meetings, please proceed to the
PPI website: www.ppi-int.com
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SOME SYSTEMS ENGINEERING-RELEVANT WEBSITES
Technical Leadership in Systems Engineering
A page dedicated to Technical Leadership in Systems Engineering which complements
management in the quest for excellent performance, a supportive environment and for assuring
that the project team and organization in general are resilient to challenges. The site looks at
attributes and styles of leadership and is an interesting read which may give insight into the type
of leadership structure that exists in your organization.
http://www.sebokwiki.org/wiki/Technical_Leadership_in_Systems_Engineering
Research Grand Challenges for Systems Engineering
This page offers a breakdown of topics of the Grand Challenges for Systems Engineering
Research. These topics have been selected as the areas requiring research and further exploration
to promote the systems engineering approach in solving complex problems. The topics have been
selected to bridge the gap between academic knowledge and industrial applications of systems
engineering. It is an interesting read and a good source of research topics for anyone looking to
write a journal paper or conduct research in support of the systems engineering initiative.
http://www.lboro.ac.uk/research/systemsnet/grandchallenges/researchgrandchallengesforsystemsengineering/
Systems Engineering Tools & Techniques
A site containing a list of systems engineering tools and techniques to assist with eliciting and
managing information as part of the systems engineering approach. Each of the tools and
techniques listen contains a .pdf explanatory document providing detailed information on how to
use or apply the tool or technique. A very useful sight for someone looking for a quick access to
information on using systems engineering tools and techniques.
https://www.burgehugheswalsh.co.uk/systems-engineering/tools.aspx
What is Model-Based Systems Engineering
This INCOSE site contains information on Model-Based Systems Engineering (MBSE) - a
formalized application of modeling to support system requirements, analysis, design and
verification and validation. The site describes MBSE concepts, benefits of using MBSE,
fundamental enablers and common misconceptions of MBSE. A quick and informative read to get
up to scratch with basic MBSE concepts.
https://incoseonline.org.uk/Program_Files/Publications/zGuides_9.aspx?CatID=Publications
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Systems Engineering: Roles and Responsibilities
A link to a .pdf presentation that highlights the roles and responsibilities of a systems engineer.
The presentation discusses the dangers of making assumptions, lessons learned about systems
engineering, precepts to systems engineering, a comparison pf project management to systems
engineering management and systems engineering management pitfalls. An informative read to
discovering some of the ways in which we get it wrong in systems engineering and how to
proliferate better practices in our companies.
https://www.nasa.gov/pdf/580677main_02_Steve_Jolly_Systems_Engineering.pdf

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING PUBLICATIONS
Strategy and Product Development for Complex Systems
by
Edward Crawley, Bruce Cameron, and Daniel Selva
System architecture is the study of early decision-making in complex systems. This text teaches how to capture
experience and analysis about early system decisions, and how to choose architectures that meet stakeholder
needs, integrate easily, and evolve flexibly. With case studies written by leading practitioners, from hybrid cars
to communications networks to aircraft, this text showcases the science and art of system architecture. This
book has been given five stars by a dozen reviewers at Amazon: “Great book and it is a must-read for network
architects and system engineers”; “This was the primary textbook in a course taught by two of the authors. Easily
understood and explicitly clear with examples of how to apply the principles of system architecture to engineering
programs. My copy is annotated and marked up with sections I found extremely relevant. This one is staying on my
bookshelf!”

More information

A Complexity Primer for Systems Engineers
INCOSE White Paper
July 2015
From the Introduction:
Complexity is nothing new to systems engineers and managers. The discipline of systems engineering
evolved to improve our ability to deal with scale, interdependency, and complexity in systems
development. Few systems engineers would doubt that complexity is increasing every year. The rate of
change, the increasing interdependence and adaptability of systems, and the increasing ambitions of our
clients ensure that complexity keeps expanding to the limits of our capacity to cope with it.
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Complex systems science provides a strong foundation for understanding, coping with, and even exploiting
complexity. There is a large and rapidly expanding literature on networks, complexity, and complex
adaptive systems that can guide systems engineering practice. But busy systems engineers rarely have
the time to keep up with this literature, which is diffused across the many interdisciplinary applications of
complex systems science. This paper is written for systems engineers and program/project managers who
suspect they may encounter complexity-related challenges. This paper applies key concepts from complex
systems science to systems engineering to suggest new methods that can handle complexity rather than
assuming it away. It is not a complete or even extensive treatment, but is intended as an introduction to
the subject for systems engineers as they encounter and work with complexity-related phenomena.
Section II of this paper defines complexity and describes how we can identify complexity in an
environment, a problem space, or a solution space. We also address the extent and types of complexity
that a system or situation may exhibit, so that systems engineers can seek approaches that can better
address that kind of complexity.
Section III then discusses how engineers address the problem of complexity, in two sections. The first
approach requires thinking differently about the environment, the problem, and the solution. The second
approach involves implementation of specific tools and techniques.
Available to INCOSE members here.

Systems Product Line Engineering Handbook
by
Alain Le Put
Book description (from the Google Store website):
A Product Line is a set of products with common elements and variable features. Including Product Lines
in an overall development strategy tailored to the commercial and/or industrial context delivers significant
benefits: products that are more suitable, reduction in cost, shorter development timescales, and quality
improvement, for example.
This work, Systems Product Line Engineering Handbook, brings together a summary of the state-of-theart with lessons learned from industrial experience in implementing Product Lines of various kinds, in terms
of marketplace, number of applications, and degree of variability. It is practical, and is intended to
complement existing systems engineering manuals; indeed, it adopts the same process structures.
The book provides:
•

Definitions and examples: Product Line, Product Lines organizations, Product Line Engineering

•

Processes, from needs analysis through to disposal
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•

Systems engineering methods, particularly Model-Based Product Line Systems Engineering

•

Organization: development in silos and development in platforms

•

Implementation strategies and management processes

The book is intended for practitioners: engineers, project managers, instructors, researchers, students and
developers of systems that fit into this approach.
This book was elected INCOSE Product of the Year in 2015.
More Information

Megaproject Management: Lessons on Risk and Project
Management from the Big Dig
by
Virginia A. Greiman
Book description (from the Amazon Store website):
In Megaproject Management, a central member of the Big Dig team reveals the numerous risks,
challenges, and accomplishments of the most complex urban infrastructure project in the history of the
United States. Drawing on personal experience and interviews with project engineers, executive oversight
commission officials, and core managers, the author, a former deputy counsel and risk manager for the
Big Dig, develops new insights as she describes the realities of day-to-day management of the project
from a project manager's perspective.
The book incorporates both theory and practice and is therefore highly recommended to policymakers,
academics, and project management practitioners. Focusing on lessons learned, this insightful book
presents the Big Dig as a massive case study in the management of risk, cost, and schedule, particularly
the interrelation of technical, legal, political, and social factors. It provides an analysis of the difficulties in
managing megaprojects during each phase and over the life span of the project, while delivering useful
lessons on why projects go wrong and what can be done to prevent project failure. It also offers new ideas
to enhance project management performance and innovation in our global society.
This unique guide:
1. Defines megaproject characteristics and frameworks
2. Reviews the Big Dig's history, stakeholders, and governance
3. Examines the project's management scope, scheduling, and cost management—including project
delays and cost overruns
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4. Analyzes the Big Dig's risk management and quality management
5. Reveals how to build a sustainable project through integration and change introduction
More information

Understanding the Front-end of Large Scale Engineering
Programs
by
Sebastian Lucae, Eric Rebentisch, and Josef Oehman
Abstract
Large engineering programs like sociotechnical infrastructure constructions of airports, plant
constructions, or the development of radically innovative, high-tech industrial products such as electric
vehicles or aircraft are affected by a number of serious risks, and subsequently commonly suffer from
large cost overruns. Significant problems in program execution can be traced back to practices performed,
or more frequently not performed, in the so-called “fuzzy front end” of the program. The lack of sufficient
and effective efforts in the early stages of a program can result in unstable, unclear and incomplete
requirements, unclear roles and responsibilities within the program organization, insufficient planning, and
unproductive tensions between program management and systems engineering.
This study intends to clarify the importance of up-front planning to improve program performance, to
propose a model for the front-end of large-scale engineering programs based on a review of existing,
suitable models in literature and to better understand the complexity drivers that are impeding reliable
planning and common planning mistakes made in large-scale engineering programs.
Available online at ScienceDirect.

Journal of Systems Science and Systems Engineering
Journal of Systems Science and Systems Engineering is an international journal published quarterly. It
aims to foster new thinking and research, to help the decision makers understand the mechanism and
complexity of economic, engineering, management, social and technological systems, learn the new
developments in the theory and practice to improve the performance of systems. The Journal publishes
papers that are addressed to the theory, methodology and applications relating to systems science and
systems engineering.
Journal of Systems Science and Systems Engineering will publish a selection of papers from the
International Symposium of the Analytic Hierarchy Process (ISAHP) 2018 Conference, to be held in Hong
Kong, HK, July 12-15, 2018.
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Sociotechnical System Safety: Hierarchical Control versus
Mindfulness
by
Gavan Lintern and Peter N. Kugler
glintern@ppi-int.com
Abstract
Both the hierarchical control model of organizational processes in a sociotechnical system and
organizational mindfulness have been promoted, largely through independent lines of argument, as having
potential to improve safety in large-scale sociotechnical systems. We review the arguments to assess the
confidence we might place in these claims and to assess whether these views are necessarily incompatible
or could be complementary. The analysis reveals a lack of consistency in the arguments for hierarchical
control. It remains unclear whether application of this model to sociotechnical system design will enhance
safety or will even degrade it by promoting micromanagement. We conclude that the type of mindfulness
that bolsters important safety-related cognitive processes is just what is missing from the hierarchical
control model. The safety of large-scale sociotechnical systems with catastrophic potential poses an
enormous challenge. A functional model with some hierarchical properties, when complemented with
insights relating to organizational mindfulness, offers an innovative way of working toward resolving that
challenge.
Available at the Wiley Online Library.

Healthcare Information Challenges: The Cognitive Challenge
by
Gavan Lintern and Al Motavalli
Background: Healthcare work is, to a considerable extent, cognitive. Subsequently, the analysis and the
design of supporting technology must be sensitive to the cognitive and adaptive demands of the work and
to the cognitive strategies employed by healthcare practitioners. Despite the vital role that cognition plays
in healthcare work, current techno centric design approaches for healthcare technology do not account for
it, failing to observe it during analysis and failing to develop support for it during design.
Main body: By review and analysis of case studies, we are shown how healthcare systems developed
without input from cognitive analysis and cognitive design fail to take account of important healthcare work
processes and workflows. In contrast, systems developed with a cognitively-focused design strategy
demonstrate how it is possible to introduce technology that supports and enhances the work strategies of
those engaged in patient care.
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Conclusion: Significant problems emerge when technological support systems are developed without any
serious and comprehensive attempt to understand the cognitive capabilities and skills deployed by those
involved in patient care. In contrast, significant benefits accrue from taking full account of those cognitive
capabilities and skills. Subsequently, the design and development of supporting technology must be
sensitive to the cognitive demands of the work and the cognitive strategies employed by healthcare
practitioners.
Available at the Cognitive Systems Design website here.

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING TOOLS NEWS
Scaled Agile Framework
Have you been wondering what SAFe is all about? An extensive overview of the Scaled Agile
Framework, including a short, informal video introduction to SAFe with Inbar Oren, is here.
The framework enables the application of an agile approach throughout the enterprise over 4 distinct levels
namely: Portfolio, Large Solution, Program and Team.
At team level, it works much like a standard Scrum or Kanban approach.
Essential SAFe (Program and Team levels) is considered to be the most basic configuration of the
framework required to succeed with SAFe.
Large Solution SAFe (Large Solution, Program and Team Levels) is for the development of large and
complex solutions which do not require the constructs of the portfolio level.
Portfolio SAFe (Portfolio, Program and Team Levels) is for enterprises developing multiple solutions with
minimal dependencies on one another, requiring a small number of Agile teams.
Full SAFe is the most comprehensive configuration and is for enterprises developing large, integrated
solutions that typically require hundreds of people or more to develop and maintain.
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Figure 1: The Scaled Agile Framework 4.5
More information

EDUCATION AND ACADEMIA
University of Technology, Sorbonne Universities
With high international visibility and reputation, University of Technology of Compiègne (UTC) has the
mission to train students capable of understanding and controlling the multiple interactions between
Technology and Mankind, of evolving in a global environment, managing innovative projects in both
industrial sectors and research settings. UTC trains engineers presenting the capacities of autonomy,
initiative, taking responsibility, and team work in complex projects, in an international environment. The
UTC core program corresponds to the first two years of the engineering diploma, comprising 4 semesters.
It allows students to discover the corporate world, to confirm their motivations and aspirations, and to
facilitate their choice of an elective major specialty. Tomorrow’s engineers in computer sciences,
hardware, and software will be the actors of a technological mutation affecting all sectors of our national
economies.
There are five elective specialty streams (which take into account the job market in computer sciences
and engineering; a strong local level of skills with the active participation of several enterprises to define
projects and specific topics throughout training at UTC):
•

Aids to logistic decisions (GI-ADEL) to design computer and a data processing systems used
in a logistics chain
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•

Decision Data Mining (GI-FDD) used to build computer systems, data warehouses and decision
systems and to carry out the statistical analysis of data.

•

Knowledge engineering and information processing support systems (GI-ICSI)

•

Computer Systems and Networks (GI-SRI) used to build computer systems in corporate settings

•

Embedded and real-time computer systems (GI-STRIE) used to build real-time computer
systems

•

... to which must be added the transverse specialty - Management of Innovative Projects (UTCMPI)

Given the level of complexity encountered today in enterprises and the socio-economic world, the UTC
Department of Technology and Social Sciences (TSH) focuses on the roles and commitments of
tomorrow’s engineers.
More information

STANDARDS AND GUIDES
Systems Engineering Plan Preparation Guide
by
Office of the Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and Technology,
Systems and Software Engineering, Enterprise Development.
The purpose of the Systems Engineering Plan (SEP) is to help programs develop their systems
engineering (SE) approach, providing a firm and well-documented technical foundation for the program.
The SEP is a living document in which periodic updates capture the program’s current status and evolving
SE implementation and its relationship with the overall program management effort.
Download a copy here.

DEFINITION TO CLOSE ON
Technology Readiness Levels
Technology readiness levels (TRL) are a method of estimating technology maturity of critical technology
elements of a program during the acquisition process. The primary purpose of using technology readiness
levels is to help management in making decisions concerning the development and transitioning of
technology. It should be viewed as one of several tools that are needed to manage the progress of
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research and development activity within an organization. There are different definitions for TRLs and
although they are conceptually similar, significant differences exist in terms of maturity at a given
technology readiness level. More information can be found here

PPI AND CTI NEWS
Updates to PPI Systems Engineering Training
We are excited to announce the latest updates to our flagship 5-day Systems Engineering training course.,
There are hundreds of improvements to the course in this new release, including major additional
strategies for engagement, summarizing strategies and additional exercises to enhance retention.

UPCOMING PPI AND CTI PARTICIPATION IN
PROFESSIONAL CONFERENCES
PPI will be participating in the following upcoming events.
The 12th Annual IEEE International Systems Conference
(Sponsoring)
23 - 26 April 2018
Vancouver, Canada
Systems Engineering Test and Evaluation Conference (SETE)
(Sponsoring)
30 April – 2 May 2018
Sydney, Australia
INCOSE IS2018
(Exhibiting)
7 - 12 July 2018
Washington, DC, USA
Swiss Systems Engineering Day (SWISSED)
(Sponsoring)
3 September 2018
Zurich, Switzerland
INCOSE Western States Regional Conference
(Sponsoring)
20-22 September 2018
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Ogden, Utah
INCOSE SA 2018
(Exhibiting & Sponsoring)
3 - 5 October 2018
Pretoria, South Africa
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PPI AND CTI EVENTS
Systems Engineering 5-Day Courses
Upcoming locations include:
•

Bristol, United Kingdom

•

Utrecht, the Netherlands

Requirements Analysis and Specification Writing 5-Day Courses
Upcoming locations include:
•

London, United Kingdom

•

Sydney, Australia

Systems Engineering Management 5-Day Courses
Upcoming locations include:
•

Pretoria, South Africa

•

Las Vegas, Nevada, United States of America

Requirements, OCD and CONOPS in Military Capability Development 5-Day Courses
Upcoming locations include:
•

Melbourne, Australia

•

Pretoria, South Africa

Architectural Design 5-Day Course
Upcoming locations include:
•

Pretoria, South Africa

•

Adelaide, Australia

Human Systems Integration Public 5-Day Courses
Upcoming locations include:
•

Melbourne, Australia
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CSEP Preparation 5-Day Courses (Presented by Certification Training International, a PPI company)

Upcoming locations include:
•

Amsterdam, the Netherlands

•

Austin, Texas, United States of America

Other training available for on-site delivery only includes:
•

Project Risk and Opportunity Management 3-Day

•

Managing Technical Projects 2-Day

•

Integrated Product Teams 2-Day.

Kind regards from the SyEN team:
Robert Halligan, Editor-in-Chief, email: rhalligan@ppi-int.com
Dr. Ralph Young, Editor, email: ryoung@ppi-int.com
Suja Joseph-Malherbe, Managing Editor, email: smalherbe@ppi-int.com
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